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Where I Am: selected artists’ moving image from Scotland + Gair Dunlop: Atom Town, a project presented in 
collaboration with LUX Scotland, will open at Highland Institute for Contemporary Art on 24 May, 2015. 
 
(Please note there will be no opening event for this exhibition. A public weekend event including one-to-one 
sessions, screenings and artists’ talks and discussion, will instead be held on 13/14 June.) 
 
Where I Am, a touring programme of works selected from LUX Scotland’s archive, is presented in association 
with Film Hub Scotland, Atlas Arts; Taigh Chearsabhagh; Pier Arts Centre; Dundee Contemporary Arts and 
Talbot Rice Gallery. (see: www.whereiam.info) 
 
LUX Scotland is linked to and draws on the resources and international network of LUX, an arts agency for the 
support and promotion of “artists’ moving image practice”, a definition which includes experimental film, video art, 
installation art, performance art, personal documentary, essay films and animation. 
 
LUX Scotland describe Where I Am as, “…a generative film-touring project, which explores a deep history of 
artists’ moving image in Scotland over the past 100 years. Taking its title from Margaret Tait’s experimental film 
work, Where I Am showcases the rich tradition of artists’ filmmaking in Scotland, and begins a conversation with 
audiences, venues and artists about what might constitute a distinctly Scottish tradition in both a national and 
international context. This spring and summer, each host venue will adapt the programme in response to their 
own context, by adding a work that they commissioned or is particularly resonant to their area, or organising a 
talk/performance event that roots the discussion in their region.” 
 
HICA’s presentation of Where I Am focuses on the very particular results of the choices individuals make, which, 
in terms of artworks, determine both form and content. It will consider how an artwork’s audience might also be 
understood to be involved in determining the work’s form, exerting influence on what they see, and will thus 
present questions around peoples’ involvements more generally in their surroundings: the interactions between 
people and their local and wider environments. 
 
As part of its adaptation of Where I Am, HICA will present works, including the film Atom Town, by Gair Dunlop. 
These works by Dunlop reflect on the recent history of Dounreay and Thurso, and highlight a consideration of art 
in the light of understandings from modern physics, the implications of which will be explored throughout HICA’s 
2015 programme.  It is through this consideration that a local perspective has been developed and explored, by 
establishing a local discussion group, who have been involved in deciding the selection of works for the project, 
and thus in the form of the exhibition itself. 
 
In collaboration with LUX Scotland and Gair Dunlop, HICA will also present a public event over the weekend of 
13th/14th June. This will incorporate film-screenings, talks, and discussion of the project and its themes, on 
Saturday 13th June, with members of LUX, selected artists including Dunlop, and members of the local selection 
group in attendance. On Sunday 14th June, one-to-one professional guidance sessions with members of LUX 
Scotland, will be available for students, artists and film-makers. Further details of this weekend event will be 
announced. 
 
Where I Am: selected artists’ moving image from Scotland + Gair Dunlop: Atom Town, has been supported by 
Creative Scotland, LUX Scotland, Film Hub Scotland, part of the BFI’s Film Audience Network, and New Media 
Scotland. 
 
The exhibition runs from 24 May – 28 June, 2015, and will be open on Sundays 2-5pm, or by appointment. 
 
For more information or images contact Geoff Lucas or Eilidh Crumlish at: 
 
HICA, Dalcrombie, Loch Ruthven, Dores, Inverness-shire, IV2 6UA, UK 

T: +44 (0)1808-521-306              info@h-i-c-a.org                 www.h-i-c-a.org  
 


